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Sunday and to the bereaved paThe judicial committee of the rents is extended the sympathy
Two of Steen’s horses were
left, but Doctor Rice will return Third Judicial Circuit met here of all who learn of this sad case.
again soon for a further exam- Saturday and effected permaRevival Meeting.
ination, as he says the disease nent organization, Gustave Jones
may be contracted by chickens being chosen permanent chairThe large auditorium of the
or other stock that have been ex- man and John W. Stayton secre- Methodist church was
pretty well
tary.
posed.
taxed Sunday at both services,
The following resolutions were the sermons being ably delivered
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the range and the origin of the primary election is hereby called, W. M. McIntosh.
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how little it ost
if it doesn't tell you t e
right time. That kind of a
watch would be dear if you got
it for nothing.
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the disease is infectious, the only safeguard for the welfare of
the community, is the killing of
the stock.
The state law provides no reimbursement to the owner for
stock ordered killed and Mr.
Steen in this instance loses nearly $1,000. As a manifestation
of the sympathy of the people
of this section for him, a subscription was started Saturday
and soon had over a hundred
dollars pledged as a reimbursement for his loss.
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Having closed out our entire damaged stock
caused by the recent fire, finds us better equipped to serve your every fancy than ever before.
Our Spring and Summer line is now in transit,
and we will show a complete brand new stock.
We are specialists in Men’s Apparel and
you will always find the correct styles here.
! Among the famous brands we handle are the
Alfred Benjamin & Co. Correct Clothing, ManI
hattan Shirts, Crown Trousers, Knox, Stetson
and Hawes Hats, Edwin Clapp Shoes, Adler
Gloves, Waterhouse Cravats, Lord & Taylor
We would be pleased to have you
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call in and inspect our line.
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